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Property comparison of polarons in zinc-blende and wurtzite GaN/AlN
quantum wells�
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Abstract: The properties of polarons in zinc-blende and wurtzite GaN/AlN quantum wells with Fröhlich interac-
tion Hamiltonians are compared in detail. The energy shifts of polarons at ground state due to the interface (IF),
confined (CO) and half-space phonon modes are calculated by a finite-difference computation combined with a
modified LLP variational method. It is found that the two Fröhlich interaction Hamiltonians are consistent with
each other when the anisotropic effect from the z-direction and the x–y plane is neglected. The influence of the
anisotropy on the polaron energy shifts due to the IF phonon modes for a smaller well width or due to the CO
phonon modes for a moderate well width is obvious. In addition, the built-in electric field has a remarkable effect
on the polaron energy shifts contributed by the various phonon modes.
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1. Introduction

The electron-optical-phonon interaction in quantum wells
(QWs) has an important effect on the electro-optical prop-
erties in related materials and devices, and has been stud-
ied extensively during the last decades. The Fröhlich inter-
action Hamiltonian in zinc-blende (ZB) QWs was firstly de-
rived by Licari and EvrardŒ1�, and summarized by Mori and
AndoŒ2� based on the dielectric continuum model. The polaron
problem has been regarded as a basic one for using the de-
rived electron–phonon Hamiltonian to obtain the energy spec-
trum of an electron with the phonon effect. The self energy
or/and effective mass of a polaron in square QWsŒ3�7�, in
QWs with an electric fieldŒ8� and in asymmetric QWsŒ9; 10�

are calculated by the LLP variational method. It suggests that
there are three types of electron–phonon coupling: electron-
interface (IF), electron-confined (CO) and electron-half-space
(HS) modesŒ2; 3; 5�, among them only the IF phonon frequency
is dispersive. As the well width increases, the contributions to
polaron energy from the three modes are very different and
strongly depend on the position of the electron. The dispersion
of optical phonons and the Fröhlich interaction Hamiltonian in
wurtzite (WZ) QWs were deduced by Stroscio’s groupŒ11�13�

using the dielectric continuum model and the uniaxial Lon-
don model. All three types of phonons are dispersive and the
corresponding Hamiltonians are very complicated due to the
anisotropy of the dielectric mediums. The polaron properties
in WZ QWs were studied by Zhu and Shi by taking into ac-
count the effect of only the IF modeŒ14� and all of the three
modesŒ15�. It was found that the polaron energy and its effec-
tive mass can increase or decrease due to the anisotropy of the
dielectric function and the effective band mass. Unfortunately,

the authors did not discuss how the polaron energy shifts are
caused by the anisotropy effect.

As mentioned by Park and ChuangŒ16�, gallium nitride
(GaN) and aluminum nitride (AlN) can exist in WZ or ZB
structures depending on the growth conditions. A built-in elec-
tric field (BEF) induced by spontaneous and piezoelectric po-
larization exists in [0001]-oriented WZ QWs composed of
GaN and AlN, whereas there is no BEF in [001]-oriented
ZB QWs. The BEF, which is strong and opposite in the well
and barriers, has a remarkable influence on the polaron en-
ergyŒ14; 15�. It is important to compare the polaron properties
in ZB and WZ structures systematically. In fact, the Fröhlich
interaction Hamiltonian in WZ QWs can reduce to that in ZB
QWs if the dielectric anisotropy is ignored. It is the BEF that
enhances the difficulty in solving the wave function of a con-
fined electron and then the polaron problem. One can adopt a
variational wave function similar to that in Ref. [8] or neglect
the electric field in barriers and use an analytical Airy func-
tionŒ14; 15� for the electron confined in a QW. In this paper,
we adopt a finite-difference computationŒ17� combined with a
modified LLP variational methodŒ18� to investigate the polaron
energy of [001]-oriented ZB and [0001]-oriented WZ QWs.

2. Hamiltonians of polarons in ZB and WZ
GaN/AlN QWs

Let us consider the QWwhose geometry is given in Fig. 1.
In general, the z-axis is taken to be parallel to the direction of
crystal growth and the x–y plane is taken to be parallel to the
interfaces. The coordinate origin is taken at the midpoint of the
well. In this structure, the well material GaN is denoted by “1”
and is located between z D ˙ d /2, while the barrier material
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Fig. 1. A schematic geometry of GaN/AlN QWs.

AlN is denoted by “2” and fills the region jzj > d /2. Within
the framework of the effectivemass approximation, the general
Hamiltonian of the polarons can be given by

H D He CHph CHe-ph; (1)
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where m D .m?; mz/ and P D .p?; pz/ are the effective
mass and the momentum of the electron, and V.z/ is the poten-
tial. aC
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� refers to the IF, CO and HS optical phonon modes, respec-
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HS modes.
For an isotropic ZB QW of [001] growth-orientation, the

effective mass of an electron is given by

m.z/ D

(
m1; jzj 6 d=2;

m2; jzj > d=2;
(5)

with the assumption of m?.z/ D mz.z/ D m.z/.
The potential is given as

V.z/ D

(
0; jzj 6 d=2;

V ZB
0 ; jzj > d=2;

(6)

where V ZB
0 is the conduction band offset between the well and

barriers. The phonon dispersion relations and the coupling co-
efficients for a ZB structure have been given in Ref. [2].

For an anisotropic [0001]-oriented WZ QW, m?.z/ ¤

mz.z/ and "?.!/ ¤ "z.!/. Then the effective mass of an elec-
tron is given by

m?;z.z/ D

(
m?;z1; jzj 6 d=2;

m?;z2
; jzj > d=2:

(7)

The potential is given as

V.z/ D

(
�eF1z; jzj 6 d=2;

V WZ
0 � eF2z; jzj > d=2;

(8)

where V WZ
0 is the conduction band offset between the well and

barriers. Fi (i D 1, 2) is the BEF, which can be written asŒ16�

F1 D
l.Ppz; 2 C Psp; 2 � Ppz; 1 � Psp; 1/

l"0; 1 C d"0; 2

; (9)

and
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L"0; 1 C d"0; 2

; (10)

where l and "0; i are the barrier thickness and the static di-
electric constant, respectively. Ppz; i and Psp; i are the strain-
induced piezoelectric polarization and the spontaneous polar-
ization, respectively. The phonon dispersion relations for the
WZ structure are cited from Ref. [12] while the coupling coef-
ficients have been given in Ref. [11].

For comparison, �� and L�.z/ can be simplified for ZB
and WZ QWs with the same numerators by using the general
Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation "i .!/ D "i1

!2�!2
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for theWZ structure. If we further set "?.!/ D "z.!/ D ".!/,
the expressions derived for the WZ structure can be consistent
with that for the ZB structure.

3. Energies of polarons in ZB and WZ GaN/AlN
QWs

The electron–phonon coupling constant in the bulk GaN
material is estimated as 0.49Œ14�, which is in the intermediate
coupling range. We can thus use the modified LLP variational
method developed by Degani and FariasŒ18� to calculate the en-
ergies of polarons in GaN/AlN QWs. The two unitary transfor-
mations are given by

U1 D exp

"
�i
X

k
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k

#
; (11)

and
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k

f�eikzzak � f �
� e�ikzzaC
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!
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with f� and its complex conjugate as variational parameters.
The wave function of the polaron is given by

 .z/ D U1U2�.z/ j0i ; (13)

where j0i is the phonon vacuum state and �.z/ is the wave
function of the electron, which can be obtained by solving the
z-direction Schrödinger equation numerically. That is
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Table 1. Parameters used in the computation for a ZB structure. The
energy gaps are in units of eV, the effective masses in the electron rest
mass m0 and the phonon frequencies in units of cm�1, respectively.

ZB Eg m !L !T "1

GaN 3.299a 0.19b 742b 555b 5.41c

AlN 5.400a 0.32b 902b 655b 4.46d

a Ref. [20]. b Ref. [21]. c Ref. [22]. d Ref. [23].

Fig. 2. Schematic potential profiles and squared wave functions of
electrons at ground states for WZ GaN/AlN QWs (a) without and (b)
with a BEF corresponding to d D 0:5a0 (solid lines) and d D 2a0

(dashed lines) . The left (right) perpendicular axes are in units of meV
(nm�1/.

�
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Finally, the energy of the polaron is obtained as

Epolaron D Ee C�E�: (15)

Here the polaron energy shift can be given by
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where

M� D h�.z/j e�ikzzL�.z/ j�.z/i : (17)

4. Numerical results and discussion

All the parameters of the ZB and WZ materials used in
the calculation are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The ratio of the
conduction band to the valence band offset is assumed to be
6 : 4 for the ZB structure and 65 : 20 for the WZ structureŒ19�.
The calculated results are depicted in Figs. 2–4.

Figure 2 gives specified schematic potential profiles and
squared wave functions of electrons at ground state for WZ
GaN/AlN QWs with and without a BEF, respectively, corre-
sponding to different well widths d . Here the Bohr radius a0

D 2.86 nm is chosen as a scale mark for the width of a QW. A
strong penetration of electron wave functions into the barriers
is indicated from the figure for a narrow QW with and without
a BEF. As seen from Fig. 2(a), the squared wave functions of
electrons at ground states distribute symmetrically in the QWs

without a BEF. For a wider well, the quantum confinement en-
hances to weaken the penetration of the electron wave function
into barriers. While in Fig. 2(b), both the well and barrier po-
tentials are tilted by the BEF to enforce electrons closing the in-
terfaces and penetrating into the barriers, although the increase
of d decreases the absolute value of the BEF in wells whereas
enhancing its strength in barriers.

Figure 3 shows the dispersions of phonon modes in
GaN/AlN QWs. Here we only plot the high-frequency modes.
It is found that the IF modes in ZB QWs exist in the frequency
interval [!2T, !2L] whereas the IF, CO and HS modes in WZ
QWs exist in [!1?L, !2zL], [!1zL, !1?L] and [!2zL, !2?L], re-
spectively. The frequencies of IFmodes in ZBQWs are slightly
larger than those in WZ QWs because of the anisotropic effect.
As qd increases, the frequencies of S (A) IF modes in ZBQWs
decrease (increase) to reach a common limit value of about
833 cm�1, while they reach about 830 cm�1 in WZ QWs. Fur-
thermore, all the frequencies of CO and HS modes, includ-
ing the S and A parts, increase from the lower to the upper
limit with increasing qd and become weaker with an increas-
ing quantum number m.

Figure 4 shows the polaron energy shifts as functions of
d in GaN/AlN WZ QWs. Firstly, we consider the cases with-
out a BEF in Fig. 4(a). The electron wave function is always
symmetrically distributed in the QW and has a maximum at the
center of the well. It extends into the well more and penetrates
into the barriers less as d increases. The IF phonon potential,
which has its maximum at the interfaces and rapidly decays in
the well and barriers, increases with the increase of d from a
small value and then decreases gradually with d . Thus, �EIF
first increases rapidly from zero to reach a maximum when d
nears 1 nm, and then decreases slowly to zero with increasing
d for WZ QWs without a BEF and for ZB QWs by the com-
petition of the above two factors. The deviation caused by the
anisotropic effect is obvious for smaller d and the deviation
value is about 1–4 meV.�EIF for ZB QWs is smaller than that
for WZ QWs when d < 1 nm, but larger when d > 1 nm. Next,
we turn to the case with a BEF. �EIF decreases very slowly
from approximately 30 meV when d > 2 nm since the elec-
tron, which is compelled near the left interface by the BEF and
becomes easy to couple with the IF phonon potential, gradually
keeps away from the interface as d increases.

However, �ECO always increases with d , as seen in
Fig. 4(b), since the electron is increasingly located at the well
and easily couples with the CO phonon potential, which oscil-
lates at the well and rapidly decays into the barriers, and thus
has its maximum at the center of the well. �ECO with a BEF
is smaller than that without a BEF when d > 8 nm because the
BEF makes the electron locate close to the left interface and
weakens the coupling between the electron and the CO phonon
potential. The difference between�ECO for ZB QWs and WZ
QWs without a BEF is large for a moderate d , indicating that
the anisotropic effect from the z direction and the x–y plane in
the quasi-2D case is obvious.

We know that the HS phonon potential oscillates at barriers
and rapidly decays into the well, moreover, only a small portion
of the electron wave function penetrates into the barriers, espe-
cially for a very small d . As seen in Fig. 4(c),�EHS decreases
sharply to zero for WZ QWs without a BEF and for ZB QWs
due to the combination of the change in the electron wave func-
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Table 2. Parameters used in the computation for a WZ structure. The energy gaps are in units of eV, the effective masses in the electron rest
mass m0 and the phonon frequencies in units of cm�1, respectively.

WZ Eg m? mz !?L !?T !zL !zT "?1 "z1

GaN 3.43b 0.21b 0.19b 741b 559b 734b 532b 5.20e 5.39e

AlN 6.14b 0.33b 0.32b 912b 671b 890b 611b 4.30e 4.52e

bRef. [21]. eRef. [24].

Fig. 3. Dispersion relations of (a) IF, (b) CO and (c) HS phonon modes in GaN/AlN WZ QWs. The symmetric and antisymmetric modes are
denoted as S (solid lines) and A (dashed lines), respectively. The symmetric (dotted line) and antisymmetric (dash-dotted line) IF modes in ZB
QWs are also plotted in (a).

Fig. 4. Polaron energy shifts (a)�EIF, (b)�ECO, and (c)�EHS as functions of the well width d for GaN/AlN WZ QWs with (solid lines) and
without (dash lines) a BEF, and for ZB QWs (dash-dotted lines).

tion and the HS phonon potential. However, �EHS decreases
to a small value then gradually increases for WZ QWs with a
BEF since it causes the electron wave function to be closer to
the left interfaces and partly penetrates into the barriers to cou-
ple with the HS phonons. The difference between�EHS for ZB
QWs andWZQWs without a BEF is very small (about 1 meV)
even for a very small d .

It should be pointed out that our results can not completely
agree with these in Ref. [15]. As d increases to a larger value,
all the polaron energy shifts keep constant in Ref. [15] but they
always change with d in our calculation. The main reasons in-
clude:

(1) the BEF value in Ref. [15] is taken as a constant
9.2 MV/cm but it changes as a function of the well width in
our calculation;

(2) the barriers are infinite in Ref. [15] whereas the barriers
are chosen to be finite in our calculation due to the adopted
finite-difference numerical computation; and

(3) the factor exp.�ikzz/ in the LLP transformation in our
calculation is different from that in Ref. [15].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we compare the polaron properties in ZB
and WZ QWs with the Fröhlich interaction Hamiltonian. It is
found that the two Fröhlich interaction Hamiltonians are con-
sistent with each other if the anisotropic effect from the z direc-
tion and the x–y plane is neglected. However, the influences
from the anisotropic effect on the polaron energy shifts �EIF
for a smaller d and �ECO for a moderate d are obvious. The
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BEF has a remarkable effect on the polaron energy shifts con-
tributed by the three various phonon modes. The current work
is useful to further study the phonon-assisted electro-optical
properties in wurtzite semiconductor low-dimensional struc-
tures.
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